equaling the Yankees') will likely not dampen enthusiasm for the topic among fans in bars or on sports talk radio, by media commentators or by sports economists and statisticians doing their analyses.
Simon Rottenberg (1956) long ago noted that "the nature of the industry is such that competitors must be of approximately equal 'size' if any are to be successful; this seems to be a unique attribute of professional competitive sports." (242) 2 While the absolute quality of play influences demand and absolute investments in training are socially efficient (Lazear and Rosen, 1981) , the relative aspects of demand and quality of competition also loom large in sports. In cases when consumer demand depends to a large extent on inter-team competition and rivalry, the necessary interactions across "firms" (i.e., teams) define the special nature of sports. Contests among poorly matched competitors would eventually cause fan interest to wane and industry revenues to fall.
But potential "arms races" -or "rat races" -are possible, and maybe even inevitable (Akerlof, 1976) .
3
In the 1990s and early 21 st century, while some social scientists wrung their hands over apparent widening inequality of income in the United States and between developed and third-world nations, sports economists, commentators, fans and owners (at least among the also-rans) lamented the perceived widening inequality of wealth and championships among teams, especially the large-market, high-revenue, and/or highpayroll teams versus their country-cousin kin in baseball. 4 The distribution of playing talent, team revenues and salary expenditures, and competitive balance dominate sports and sports-business conversations whenever a team with the highest payroll, or an owner with the deepest pockets or a decidedly different utility function, wins a championship; or whenever a franchise extracts a new publicly-funded ballpark from its community on the threat of relocating; or when an apparent dynasty emerges, such as the New York Yankees in recent years or another NL-East division title for the Atlanta Braves.
5
Even before the baseball season began in 1999, the league adopted the mantra, reiterated upon seemingly every public occasion (with the uncritical assistance of the sports media) that few of baseball's franchises actually stood a chance of being in the World Series in the fall. In a Wall Street Journal column that year, San Diego Padres' chairman John Moores, whose team was swept 4-0 by the Yankees in the 1998 World Series and then traded away much of its top talent, echoed these sentiments:
"The Major League Baseball season began yesterday, and fans everywhere are hoping their team will make it to the World Series. But the sad fact is that many teams are chronically uncompetitive. Perhaps 12 of the 30 Major League teams have any possibility of reaching postseason play, and fewer still have a realistic hope of winning a pennant. Unless baseball changes the way it does business, it risks seeing its fans drift away, tired of their teams' futility." 6 Also in 1999, baseball commissioner Allan H. "Bud" Selig convened a panel of well-known individuals 7 to study the impact of revenue disparities on competitive balance. It produced a lengthy report, The Commissioner's Blue Ribbon Report on Baseball Economics (Levin et al, 2000) , that noted large and growing revenue disparities, which, in turn, affected balance. 8 In addition to more quantitative theoretical and empirical measures of competitive balance (see below), the Blue Ribbon panel also defined competitive balance qualitatively:
"In the context of baseball, proper competitive balance should be understood to exist when there are no clubs chronically weak because of MLB's financial structural features. Proper competitive balance will not exist until every well-run club has a regularly recurring hope of reaching postseason play." (page 5)
Broadcaster Bob Costas chimed in with similar laments (Costas, 2000) . Major
League Baseball conducted a national poll of 1,000 fans in late 2001 that purported to indicate that competitive imbalance was a serious problem in the minds of 75 percent of respondents; 42 percent of them indicated they would lose interest in the game were more teams not to have a realistic chance of winning. Summarizing the results, Sandy
Alderson, MLB's Executive Vice President, said: "We have a competitive-balance problem. This is something the average fan cares about. They don't care if owners are losing money. They do care if it translates into negative consequences for their teams." Although certainly not unique to this particular period or sport, the complaint of woeful imbalance has become more common in the last few years, with the lack of significant revenue sharing or a firm payroll cap in Major League Baseball (MLB) relative to the National Football League (NFL) identified as the culprits. Increased player freedoms, through which an owner could hire the best players and, at least in the short run, buy a championship, is seen as an accomplice. Apart from the obvious owners' interest in limiting bidding for players, and the equally obvious interest among players in that not being allowed to occur, payroll caps, salary caps, luxury taxes, increased revenue sharing and restructured draft systems are touted as ways to constrain competition and thus improve competitive balance among teams. 10 League restrictions on both the geographical relocations of teams and the mobility of players across teams, in addition to having more self-serving purposes, also affect balance. A more radical proposal was the commissioner's recent threat to contract baseball by as many as four teams.
In the sections below we attempt to lay out what one might mean by competitive balance, review the theoretical and empirical scholarship and popular contributions with regard to its various dimensions, describe the natural forces and considerations, as well as institutional rules and regulations that contribute to observed distributions of playing performances. We also compare at various junctures the situation in baseball versus other sports leagues, including college athletics, and individual sports.
COMPETITIVE BALANCE IN THEORY AND PRACTICE
Every sport and sports league has had to confront the fundamental issue of relative strengths among competitors. There has not been a uniform, one-size-fits-all approach or set of rules to resolve this problem. Inasmuch as uncertainty of outcome is a key component of fan demand, wide disparities in inputs, and thus in likely outcomes, are seen as inimical to the long-term health and financial viability of the individual enterprise. How to handle weak teams or inferior opponents -to prevent lower quality competitors from free-riding on higher quality rivals -can be as much or more of a problem as dealing with perennially strong ones, because there is at least some interest in seeing the very best individual performers and teams.
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Boxing segments fighters into weight classes and employs rankings and ladders to create bouts with equally matched opponents. Auto racing, track competitions and swimming use qualifying times to ensure competitive fields. Tennis produces seedings, based on previous performances, in the expectation that the strong will play the strong in later-round matches. "Claiming races" in thoroughbred racing is a mechanism designed to have horses of approximately equal ability entered into the same event. Except for the occasional novelty or promotion, women do not compete against men. Periodic structural changes or modifications in the rules of play, such as elimination of the center-jump and adoption of a shot clock in basketball, or altering the height of the mound or changing the effective strike zone in baseball, have been used to tilt the playing field to achieve a certain objective and to prevent some competitors from exploiting particular advantages or decreasing fan interest in the contests. Another example is restrictions on athletes' use of performance-enhancing substances.
The theory of competitive balance in team sports was first developed by Rottenberg (1956) . 12 While not a direct contribution to the sports-economics literature, concepts in Ronald Coase's "The Problem of Social Cost" (1960) have been applied to reserve clauses, reverse-order draft systems, and player free agency as they affect, or fail to influence, playing strengths and the reallocation of player resources. 13 Since that time,
economists have contributed rigorous theoretical and empirical work on various aspects of competitive balance (Daly and Moore (1981) , Gerald Scully (1989 ), Quirk and Fort (1992 , Zimbalist (1992) , Dobson and Goddard (2002, Chapter 3)), including formal measures of balance within a league (such as the dispersion of wonlost percentages and the concentration of championships); momentum (or serial correlation); league rules with regard free agency, restricting entry and expansion; crosssubsidization schemes such as reserve and draft systems, caps and revenue sharing; and the connection between payroll and performance.
Important comparisons between baseball before and after free agency, before and after the 1994-95 players' strike, and with other professional team sports, have appeared in the literature in recent years (Horowitz (1997) , La Croix and Kawaura (1999 ), Depken (1999 ), Vrooman (2000 , Eckard (2001A, 2001B), and Zimbalist (2001 ). In its first three years of existence, the Journal of Sports Economics published five separate articles plus an entire special issue on competitive balance. 14 For English soccer, Szymanski (2001) has shown that the growing financial disparity among clubs has had no impact on imbalance. How closely payroll and/or market size correlate with winning, including, of course, the determination of the causal relationship, is arguably one of the most important questions about competitive balance. It is also essential to evaluate the relationship between market size and team payroll, which often inaccurately is assumed to be tight.
More popular accounts from sports commentators, reporters and fans may lack the economists' technical sophistication, but they substitute the appeal earlier applied by some to pornography -they can't define balance formally or precisely, but they recognize it when they see it, and they are convinced they don't see it now. The Blue To the extent that fan demand is a function of a possible competitive outcome on any particular occasion as opposed to an entire season or in the hunt for a championship, in baseball the premier team in any season loses about four games in 10, and generally fares worse on the road than at home. In the 2000 season, for example, the World Champion New York Yankees lost 74 games, almost 46 percent of their contests. They swept only six of the 39 three-game regular season series they played that year; thus "Yankee haters" had a reasonable probability of having their own team prevail on any given night or any trip the Bronx Bombers made to town.
THE NATURAL DEMAND FOR AND SUPPLY OF BALANCE (AND IMBALANCE)
Apart from the constraints leagues place on competition to ensure balance (factors discussed later), which may have the complementary effect of increasing and/or redistributing revenues, there are also natural forces that influence the distribution of outcomes. One obstacle to reducing inequality in sports leagues could be, paraphrasing
Pogo, that we may not only be content with the current imbalance but also actually prefer it to the alternatives. Or, at a minimum, we are conflicted and willing to let natural (and unnatural) forces and inertia, rather than explicit interventions, determine outcomes. In economic and sporting walks of life, we have a preference for a positive correlation between effort and reward. To reward the statistically better individual or team for its prior achievements we tip some balances in its favor -playing more games at home, higher seeds or a better lane, an extended playoff series rather than a single winner-takeall contest. The more evenly matched two opponents are, the higher the probability that a random element -a poor call by an official, a bad bounce, a key injury, or pure luckwill determine the outcome. 18 Thus, the premise that the demand for games is greater, ceteris paribus, the greater the degree of uncertainty conflicts with our sense of justice that the better team win. Luck is the way we account for the success of people and teams we don't like, but it is not a factor that we generally want to determine our income distributions in society or our champions in sporting contests.
On the other hand, we have strong identifications with and sympathies for the true underdog. We want David to knock off Goliath, at least on occasion (unless, of course, Goliath plays for "us" -Chicago was quite content with the Bulls' domination in the 1990s, and Yankee fans have few quibbles with the alleged imbalance in baseball).
Nowhere is this better exemplified than in popular sports movies that feed off imbalance.
Films such as "Rocky," "Hoosiers," "The Mighty Ducks," and "Major League" cater to these instincts. (And, after all, the play was called "Damn Yankees," not "Damn Cubs.")
As much as one may loathe a bully, selling tickets to an event in which he has some chance of being upset is marketable. Dynasties, storied franchises, such as the Yankees, Celtics, Packers and Red Wings are not without their advantages in terms of fan interest.
The world is replete with examples of healthy inequality more extreme than the current levels in baseball. State lotteries are popular despite daunting odds. While just 25 of the nation's 400 graduate schools grant a third of all new Ph.D.s each year, the "industry" maintains diversity and vitality while competing implicitly head to head.
Other comparable concentrations and inequalities abound -live theater, world-class symphonies, and first-rate art museums are not evenly distributed across the landscape.
In sports, virtually all teams win at least a fourth of their games and few win more than two-thirds of the time. Victories -and losses -are not inevitable. In leagues with 30 teams, the probability of winning the ultimate prize -a World Series or Super Bowlwith equal distributions of talent in any given year is 0.033; thus a team or city could expect to garner a championship about once a generation. The difference between that periodicity and a "dynasty" can be as little as a factor of three, in that in the latter instance a team may win a championship once a decade instead of once per generation.
Sports' fans' memories are selective and the rate at which they fade appears to be his admonition that fans should be patient reinforces our natural instincts and outlooks.
In a society that confronts substantial inequality in its daily experiences, the current level of imbalance in baseball may not be intolerable.
In addition to these many factors contributing to the observed inequality of outcomes, whatever the metric, there are several other possible explanations for competitive team imbalance. The following examples are but a few such considerations.
Differences in Population and Preferences
The demand for beachwear in Ft. These disparities, and even the "large market" versus "small market" distinction, would disappear if expansion occurred within an existing cartel league, a rival league formed, and/or some judicial action broke up the cartel (as the resulting smaller leagues, in search of new markets, spawned new franchises). 20 New York City is considered a large market and Kansas City a small one in part because the ratio of teams to population is so dissimilar. Migration of existing franchises and/or the creation of new ones located in larger metropolitan areas would equalize these ratios in sports leagues much as the way in which retail establishments and other social amenities equalize in more traditional, competitive markets, like fast-food outlets and swimsuit retailing.
Willingness to Act on Differences in Fan Tastes
In addition to different preferences for winning, fans who live in different areas may differ in their willingness to act on those preferences (Porter, 1992) . The more fickle are fans, the more their willingness to buy tickets depends on the local team's onfield success, the greater is the marginal revenue from the local team's winning additional contests, and the greater is the incentive for a team to expend resources to secure more highly skilled players. A profit-maximizing league could exploit fickleness by strengthening teams located where fans are less loyal and, in turn, weakening teams where fans will turn out regardless of the success of the local franchise. This would not bode well for the Cubs and Steelers. If a league did this, however, the distribution of playing talent could be inefficient because it is configured in response to fans' willingness to act on their preferences rather than on the basis of the preferences themselves.
Moreover, in addition to caring about the on-field success of the home team, fans often have preferences regarding dominance that are independent of which team dominates. That is, the competitive balance distribution itself is a public good. Everyone must live with the same overall distribution, and individuals may have strong preferences about the shape of that distribution. Some may prefer imbalance, even sufficient to create dynasties, whether they love them or love to hate them. Others may prefer a league in which almost all teams win about half of their contests.
While fans may have views on what the general distribution of competitive balance should look like, these views may fluctuate over time. As the real income levels of sports consumers have risen over the second half of the twentieth century (Siegfried and Peterson, 2000) , and the typical fan has moved further up an increasingly disperse income distribution, fan preferences toward the overall distribution of competitive balance conceivably could migrate toward more imbalance in game outcomes as well. prospects gravitate toward perennial winners in order to enjoy greater prospects for onfield success, to play with more talented teammates, and to gain more media exposure.
Differences in Player Tastes

The Tradeoff between Winning and Uncertainty
Competitive balance is thought to affect attendance of fans through its influence on winning and fans' response to winning. It is well established that home attendance rises when a team wins more games or matches, and declines when it loses. 22 Winning teams also attract more fans when they play on the road. The Yankees attract a crowd when they visit other American League cities, whether it is because fans love to hate a winner, wish to see marquee players, or the Yankees have a following in other locations.
As the mobility of our population has increased in the post World War II years, fans of particular teams more frequently reside outside their home territory. Similarly, "super- Competitive balance may also affect attendance negatively at games among teams that are relatively weak because fans view them as "out of the running" for a championship (as opposed to any individual contest on any given day). If this occurs when the revenue sharing rules are confined largely to home and visiting teams, the owners of the higher revenue teams may ignore the external impact of imbalance on the league's overall revenues until it reaches the point where the integrity of the overall competition is called into question and fans abandon the sport altogether. The addition of wild-card teams and smaller divisions or conferences, which both increase the number of teams eligible for the playoffs, are innovations designed to retain fans across more cities longer into the regular season by increasing the uncertainty of ultimate outcomes.
Character of the Events Themselves
In the 1980s and 1990s, responding to fan demand driven in part by higher (read: middle-aged, overweight males in parkas) with navel-baring young women in Lycra outfits. 23 Luxury boxes and exclusive access areas increase the value of "being seen" at the game relative to seeing the game.
As the relative importance of the game itself diminishes in the entertainment package, competitive balance becomes a less important determinant of demand. So long as the tendency to broaden the entertainment experience is similar across locations of differing revenue potential, however, this phenomenon, like revenue sharing, should not have more than a modest effect on competitive balance.
Complementary Economic Theory
Traditional economic arguments for what prevents one owner from amassing an all-star line-up in an effort to win every contest and the championship turn on notions of self-interest and the inevitable diminishing marginal returns to, and the increasing marginal cost of, victories. Hence some natural mechanisms constrain the extent of imbalance in most leagues. That assumes, however, that there are both effective ways to blunt possible negative externalities, and that owners, deep down, are profit maximizers.
Common practices within sports leagues to ensure some semblance of a "level playing field" with regard to the distribution of talent across teams -reverse-order draft systems, various attempts to constrain players' salaries, revenue sharing -are also at odds with how economic theory generally views "peer effects" and the optimal sorting of workers. Where spillovers are significant, high ability workers are more valuable to other high quality workers, and workers should be more homogeneously sorted. 24 The "assignment problem" involves how to sort heterogeneous units into groups so that output is maximized. 25 Whether in general production processes, law firms, or marriages, higher ability workers, colleagues or spouses are more productive when grouped with other high ability people. Because similar quality workers are more productive when sorted into the same firm, a firm with higher quality workers may not be willing to employ lower quality workers even if those workers would work for less pay.
The general application of this sorting principle in sports implies, for example, that an all-star shortstop's productivity is higher if he is paired with an all-star second baseman. Moreover, on-the-field traits carry over into the clubhouse and social settings, where discipline, motivation, attitude and joint-monitoring can be important as well. If this proposition is true, practiced in sports it would lead to inequality in the distribution of talent -some teams would have good players, other teams poor ones, and competitive imbalance would emerge. (Within baseball organizations, the farm system may serve as a sorting mechanism, and across-team trades and free-agent signings may represent, in part, attempts to capture potential peer-effect gains.) In some sense, then, sports leagues may be fighting an uphill battle in trying to stem the tide of nature and market forces pushing toward imbalance.
INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND COMPETITIVE BALANCE
Many institutions or off-the-field rules of the game are negotiated every time a
Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) is renewed. These changes may affect the degree of competitive balance in any professional sports league.
Payroll Caps and Luxury Taxes
Payroll caps, and so-called "luxury taxes" on payrolls, create an incentive for owners of teams in higher revenue locations to hire less talent than they would in the absence of these constraints. In the extreme, a binding ceiling on total payroll limits the amount of talent a high revenue team can accumulate. As a by-product, a firm payroll cap also increases the profits of high revenue teams. Its impact on competitive balance depends on the extent to which the cap is below the free-market payroll level of the highest payroll team that also dominates on the field (read: Yankees).
One danger of payroll caps is that they may be porous (e.g., the NBA cap that includes a well-known loophole -the "Larry Bird" exemption -designed to preserve team unity, or the NFL, in which for 2002 accounting conventions permitted virtually every team in the league to be over the cap), and they create a temptation for violating the rules (e.g., the Minnesota Timberwolves paid a large fine for paying Joe Smith "off the books" in excess of the cap). A system in which cheaters are more successful than those who play by the rules may be even less inviting than one in which teams fortunate enough to own rights to high revenue areas are more successful. Moreover, payroll (and salary) caps do not extend to complementary inputs, so successful coaches -Jon Gruden, Dusty Baker, Phil Jackson -can command a sizable sum for managing a team on which the total payroll, and even individual salaries, may be frozen. 26 The rationale is that fielding a highly paid team is a "luxury" for one owner that imposes negative externalities on other franchises. This makes sense if the tax becomes effective at the point where incremental talent on the high revenue team creates a league-wide net negative impact that might be ignored by the owner of the high revenue team because under league revenue sharing rules he or she bears little of the cost of an "overaccumulation" of talent. If the tax rate accurately reflects this internal "externality," it creates an incentive for the high revenue team owner to balance his or her gain against the cost to third parties. The trick, of course, is to impose the tax rate at the proper payroll level, and to fix the rate such that it internalizes the externality.
To be accepted as "fair," luxury tax revenues usually compensate those who bear the burden of the externality. This tax in MLB is, indeed, structured properly to achieve these goals, although no one knows whether the threshold payroll, the tax rate, and the beneficiaries of the redistribution are properly identified.
Salary Caps
The NBA is the only U.S. men's professional sports league currently using individual player salary caps to control team expenditures. Maximum salaries are based on seniority in the league. Salary caps emerged from the NBA's collective bargaining with the players' union in 1998 and early 1999, at least partly in reaction to the league's leaky team payroll cap.
Individual salary caps limit a team's payroll to the product of the roster size times the cap for the most senior players, not a significant constraint. Individual salary caps based on seniority are unlikely to have much of an impact on competitive balance because a high revenue team can sign a complete team at the highest allowed salary, thereby accumulating an entire team of the most desirable players in the league. This is not likely to happen, however, because the most expensive team one can buy is also an old team. A team can assemble a more competitive roster paying less than the maximum.
If league rules constrain salaries, free agent players' choices of which team to join will turn more on their personal preferences, including desirable places to live and prospects for endorsements and a championship. Individual salary caps are likely to increase competitive imbalance because they encourage players to rely more on their preference for joining a winning team than on differences among salary offers. Salary caps will, however, limit the payroll of the high revenue teams, because they are the teams that would have bid above-cap salaries to acquire the more talented players.
Individual player salary caps probably help the highest revenue teams increase both their profits and their playing talent.
Revenue Sharing
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Revenue sharing reduces the financial incentive of each franchise to acquire more talent, because the payoff to winning is constrained by the share paid to other franchises.
Sharing revenues that are sensitive to playing success blunts the incentive to win for all franchises -those in low revenue potential locations as well as those in New York.
Because the demand for winning may vary across communities with the intensity of competition for playing talent (fans in some communities find it more satisfying to win when there is a dogfight for talented players), revenue sharing can affect competitive balance. If fans in high revenue potential locations are relatively more sensitive to winning when competition for players (from all teams) is more intense, then increased revenue sharing will improve competitive balance, because the incentive to acquire better players will be muted further for high revenue potential teams. Of course, if the fans in high revenue potential locations are less sensitive to winning when competition for players is more intense, then expanded revenue sharing will exacerbate competitive imbalance. Contrary to popular belief, the effect of revenue sharing on competitive balance, while likely modest, could go in either direction.
If revenue sharing blunts the incentive for all teams to bid aggressively for talented players, thereby muting salary differentials between more and less talented players, non-pecuniary considerations will loom larger in free agents' decisions among competing offers. If players value the opportunity to play on championship contenders for reasons beyond financial rewards, increased revenue sharing thus could lead to greater competitive imbalance, a result likely to surprise many people.
The premier men's professional team sports leagues engage in a variety of revenue sharing arrangements. The NFL is the most socialistic, sharing revenues from its huge national television contract and merchandise sales (almost) equally, and gate receipts 66-34 to the home and visiting teams. 
Number of Teams and Relocation Restrictions
Just a few days after the 2001 World Series, Major League Baseball announced a plan "contract" in order to ameliorate the effects of competitive balance. Missing from the analysis was a theory relating the number of teams to competitive imbalance.
Presumably the theory is that lopping off the bottom of any distribution tightens it up. Of course, lopping off the top would also tighten it up. And while it is not reasonable to suggest that MLB contract by eliminating the New York Yankees and Atlanta Braves, although that would certainly have an effect on competitive balance not unlike disbanding the Montreal Expos and the Minnesota Twins, an even better alternative would be to let the Expos and Twins move into the New York metropolitan area. A movement from low revenue potential to high revenue potential locations would certainly improve competitive balance, the objective identified by MLB, more than would just eliminating two cellar-dwellers. Indeed, the core of the competitive imbalance problem is the differences in population and tastes for sports across metropolitan areas coupled with each league's artificial restriction on team movements. Let the teams move to wherever they like and the differences in revenue potential will dissipate and competitive balance will improve. 28 Yes, high revenue potential teams will be less profitable, but if protecting the profits of teams fortunate enough to have the largest demand for their local monopoly is the goal, then explain the contraction on that basis.
To the extent that a competitive balance targeted policy also affects profitability by restraining team payrolls, it may also affect the number of teams. Limitations on team payrolls make lower revenue potential locations viable prospects for joining the league and, in turn, tempt owners, who pocket league initiation fees, to expand the number of marginal franchises and, thus, by their own conduct, reduce competitive balance. ; thus beyond the first round there is no draft advantage to the worst team relative to the best. The net gain in terms of balance is simply one player, which in baseball cannot usually make a substantial difference.
Reverse-Order Player Drafts
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To the extent that teams are free to transfer player contracts, the initial allocation of property rights -whether to the worst team in the league or the best team in the league -implies no difference in the ultimate allocation of player resources, and, hence, competitive balance. Unless there are constraints on player sales, a player new to the league who is expected to generate greater marginal revenue product at a franchise with high revenue potential than at one with low revenue potential will end up playing for the high revenue potential franchise, either by initially signing with it, or because the lower revenue potential franchise sells his contract to the high revenue potential franchise.
A considerable number of empirical tests of the Coase Theorem were spawned by the change in property rights over players that occurred during the 1970s, when players with a certain amount of seniority gained the rights to "free agency." 31 Most of these studies concluded that the transfer of property rights from teams to players did not affect the distribution of playing talent, although it did raise player compensation levels.
Other Revenue Enhancements
Luxury box revenues, stadium naming rights, field advertising, and other local revenue sources can affect competitive balance if they are not proportional to other revenues among teams. If stadium naming rights and luxury box revenues, for example, constitute a higher ratio to gate receipts for higher revenue potential teams, these added revenues will increase the disparity among teams and may exacerbate competitive imbalance. On the other hand, naming rights and luxury box revenue are not likely to be sensitive to team performance. Although a team in a high revenue potential location may enjoy more of these peripheral revenues than one in a lower revenue potential area, unless the revenue is linked to improved team performance on the field, there is no incentive for the team to spend the revenue enhancement on improving its talent level.
Structure of the Competition
Much in the same way that financial arrangements can affect balance among competitors, so too can the nature and structure of the contests themselves. 32 How pole positions in auto racing, lane assignments in swimming, brackets in tennis tournaments, or starting gates in thoroughbred races are determined can influence outcomes. In team sports, comparable issues turn on how home field, court or ice is established for contests, and the length of the series.
Lengthening a series reduces the probability that the weaker opponent will win; increasing the number of playoff rounds and the percentage of teams eligible for a championship reduces the chances that the best team will capture the championship (Sanderson, 2002 (Rogers, 2002) . Reducing the number of playoff teams, say, by reverting to only one AL and one NL division in baseball, with the winner of each league meeting in the World Series, would ensure that the teams with the best regular-season record met for the championship, but would entail serious tradeoffs -a loss of excitement late in the season and forgone playoff revenues, for example.
In baseball, about a quarter of teams make the playoffs, compared to about half the teams in the other three professional men's team sport leagues. If baseball were to emulate ice hockey, football, or basketball with regard to the number of playoff-eligible teams and playoff rounds, the probability that the team with the highest payroll would appear in, or win, the World Series would be lower, thus dampening its owner's incentive to spend money for talent, and probably producing more balance across teams. 10 A century ago, of course, the reserve clause was the principal mechanism employed by owners to allegedly ensure balance; outright collusion that restrained bidding for free agents was the tool of choice in baseball twenty years ago; organizing new leagues, such as Major League Soccer (MLS) and the WNBA, as "single entity" structures is a more recent manifestation of similar goals. Limits on roster size are often thought to enhance competitive balance by preventing some teams from stockpiling talent; however, there is little literature on this subject and scant empirical support for that contention. 11 The New York Yankees have led the league in attendance -at home and on the roadin recent years. The Montreal Expos and Tampa Bay Devil Rays do not draw well at home, nor do they fill ballparks for their away games. During the Jordan era, the Bulls played to sold-out arenas around the NBA, the only team to do so. See Hausman and Leonard (1997) for an analysis of the impact of superstars Larry Bird, Magic Johnson and 29 Additional draft dimensions include supplemental drafts, similar to expansion drafts, at the conclusion of regular seasons, and, for MLB, the inclusion of non-U.S. players in the annual amateur draft. We do not treat either of these variations in our paper. 30 Arguably, the draft could have more of an impact in the NBA, where one player could constitutes 20 percent of a starting line-up and there is more agreement about a player's potential, than in football or baseball, which have larger rosters and predictions of performance are less reliable. 31 See Hylan et al (1996) and Krautmann and Oppenheimer (1994) . 32 See Szymanski (2003) for a discussion of the design of contests, including the optimal number of entrants, structure of rewards, and amount of revenue sharing and balance. 33 Remarkably, in 17 of the Yankees' 26 championships they won the final game on the World Series on the road. 34 Historically, the potential home-field advantage in the World Series -when a series goes the full seven games -has been rotated each year between the two leagues. The commissioner's recent proposal, which owners and players approved, lets whichever league wins the annual All In the NHL over the same period, 18 teams played in the Stanley Cup Finals, with Edmonton making the most appearances (6, winning 5). 37 There are, of course, some additional differences between the NBA or NFL and their college counterparts, including a university being unable to threaten to relocate if a new stadium isn't forthcoming, the non-profit nature of higher education and, unlike for professional franchises, the more complex, multi-dimensional goals of educational institutions. 38 The men's basketball record for consecutive victories is 88, set by UCLA in the early 1970s ; Oklahoma won 47 straight football games in the 1950s.
